ABSTRACT: Recently, the advent of non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs) made it possible for organic solar cells (OSCs) to break the 10% efficiency barrier hardly attained by fullerene acceptors (FAs). In the past five years alone, more than hundreds of NFAs with applications in organic photovoltaics (OPVs) have been synthesized, enabling a notable current record efficiency of above 15%. Hence, there is a shift in interest toward the use of NFAs in OPVs. However, there has been little work on the stability of these new materials in devices. More importantly, there is very little comparative work on the photostability of FA versus NFA solar cells to ascertain the pros and cons of the two systems. Here, we show the photostability of solar cells based on two workhorse acceptors, in both conventional and inverted structures, namely, ITIC (as NFA) and [70]PCBM (as FA), blended with either PBDB-T or PTB7-Th polymer. We found that, irrespective of the polymer, the cell structure, or the initial efficiency, the [70]PCBM devices are more photostable than the ITIC ones. This observation, however, opposes the assumption that NFA solar cells are more photochemically stable. These findings suggest that complementary absorption should not take precedence in the design rules for the synthesis of new molecules and there is still work left to be done to achieve stable and efficient OSCs.
INTRODUCTION
Organic solar cell (OSC) technologies have evolved over the years in terms of architecture, processing techniques, and most especially the semiconductor materials used in the active layers. The bulk heterojunction (BHJ) has proven so far to be the best configuration for the active layer. The active layer under this configuration is an interconnecting network of donor (D) and acceptor (A) molecules, selected such that there is an appropriate LUMO offset in their energy levels, thus facilitating in part easy pathways for charge carrier extraction. These molecules are usually polymers, small molecules, and/or fullerene derivatives. The choice of these materials is crucial to the performance of the devices in terms of efficiency and stability. Previous works 1−15 have been industrious in improving the efficiency of organic semiconductor devices, especially in the case of OSCs in tuning the donor material's compatibility with the fullerene acceptors (FA), mostly [70] PCBM with an efficiency rarely reaching beyond 10%. 12,13,16−18 However, because of the limited light absorption of the fullerene derivatives in the visible range of the solar spectrum, coupled with limitations in their energy level tunability, the performance of OSCs has hit a bottleneck. Scientists found alternatives in either polymers in what they termed as "all polymer" solar cells 19−22 or small molecules, which they referred to as "non-fullerene/fullerene-free" solar cells 4,23−29 [e.g., 3,9-bis(2-methylene-(3-(1,1-dicyanomethylene)-indanone))-5,5,11,11-tetrakis(4-hexylphenyl)-dithieno- . These novel acceptors have boosted the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of OSCs up to above 14% in single junction 30−32 and 17.3% for multijunction 33 BHJ solar cells. This is made possible because of the acclaimed properties of the non-fullerene acceptors (NFA), namely, their easy synthesis, strong absorption, tunable properties, and enhanced stability. 34 While this new development is exciting, it is important to point out that studies on device stability and its subsequent improvement are lagging far behind. Recently, there have been notable works on studying the stability of the best-performing donor polymers blended with [70]PCBM. 5,35−43 With the advent of the NFAs currently outperforming FAs, the focus has been on the device efficiency and little is done to understand their device stability. 29,31,44−46 It has been suggested that current NFAs, for example, ITIC and its derivatives, can be more thermally and photochemically stable than FAs, 29, 34 but there have been no to a few studies to ascertain this assumption. For example, IDTBR NFAs among others are shown to be more stable. 25, 47, 48 Even in such studies, the solar cells are considered under their presumed optimal conditions; that is, the FA-based cells are processed with additives (namely, 1,8-diiodooctane, DIO). 47, 48 It is known (and as shown in the Supporting Information) that DIO negatively affects photostability. 43, 49, 50 Thus, a necessary prerequisite and strong comparative study must consider both FA and NFA solar cells under comparable optimum conditions without the use of additives to understand the reason behind (i) the photochemical degradation and (ii) differences in the degradation pathways of FA and NFA solar cells in a systematic way.
In this work, the role of the acceptors in the photodegradation of their respective solar cells is explored under 1 sun illumination at a constant temperature by active cooling in an inert atmosphere in a glovebox, with both O 2 and H 2 O levels kept below 0.1 ppm. Thus, a comparative photostability study between a fullerene derivative acceptor, [70]PCBM, and the widely used non-fullerene small molecule acceptor, ITIC, is performed in blends with the PBDB-T polymer. A second polymer PTB7-Th, the famous BDT-TT polymer (also known as PCE10), is used to corroborate the findings (see Figure S2 ). The choice of acceptors is purely based on the fact that they are commercially available and are workhorse materials in their own category. All studied materials are shown in Figure 1 with their energy levels. The photoinduced degradation behaviors of the devices based on the two acceptors are studied via device physics with a combination of measurement techniques such as current−voltage characterization for monitoring changes in efficiency, charge transport, and recombination processes; UV−vis−NIR absorption for tracking changes in absorption; atomic force microscopy (AFM) for detecting changes in morphology; and transient photovoltage (TPV) together with extraction measurement for monitoring changes in (ratio of) rates of recombination and extraction. With these techniques, the differences in performance, both in PCE and photostability, of the small molecule acceptor (NFA) and the fullerene derivative [70]PCBM (FA) are elucidated, and the main reasons behind their instability are revealed. Figure 2a and Table 1 , while the count of PCE of all fabricated devices is shown in Figure 2b with more than 50 conventional PBDB-T-based devices (without DIO) for each type. As shown in the Supporting Information and explained by recent reports, 29, 51 this difference in performance is partly due to the difference in the complementarity of the absorption of the D and the A materials: PBDBT has an overlapping spectrum with [70]PCBM, while it is complementary to the ITIC spectrum in the visible range. There is a 100 nm redshifted difference between the spectra of the two blends as seen in 
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Figure S1a,b. Not only does the PBDB-T:ITIC film absorb more in the visible range than PBDB-T:[70]PCBM, but it also strongly absorbs at longer wavelengths, especially up to 800 nm in the IR region. Next, the better performance of the ITIC devices may also be explained by less trap-assisted recombination in their fresh devices compared to the [70]PCBM-based fresh devices. Indeed, as derived from the V oc light intensity dependence measurements in Figure S4 , an ideality factor (n), the lowest at 1.11, is obtained for ITIC devices, while 1.34 is recorded for [70]PCBM devices. n KT q , the slope of the V oc against varying light intensity, is a signature of the recombination mechanisms present in a solar cell. If 1 < n < 2, then trap-assisted recombination is dominant. 52 However, an n of ∼1 means bimolecular recombination is dominant.
On the other hand, when PBDB-T is replaced in the blends by PTB7-Th, the opposite trend is observed as clearly shown by the current−voltage parameters in Table S1 . That is more current from [70]PCBM-based devices as compared to ITIC ones. This observation is partly due, in this instance, to the complementarity of the absorption spectra of [70]PCBM and PTB7-Th and possibly due to the reduction in n for the [70]PCBM devices with a value around 1.1. 36, 47 Turning to devices processed with DIO, the efficiency of PBDB-T:ITIC devices reduced, while that of PBDB-T:
[70]PCBM increased. There is an increase in absorption intensity for [70]PCBM-based devices upon addition of DIO, as shown in Figure S1c . This results in higher J sc , suggesting a better balance in mobility and a smaller n of 1.23 compared to 1.34 of the [70]PCBM-based devices without DIO. Next, ITIC-based devices with diiodooctane exhibited the complete opposite effect with a reduction in absorption peaks (see Figure S1d ), with no apparent change in the ideality factor (1.09). As a result, they exhibited lower short-circuit current density. This partly explains the lower PCE of the ITIC devices. The current−voltage parameters are displayed in Table 1 . Overall, the reported efficiencies especially for the ITIC-based devices are relatively lower than those reported in the literature 29 because of differences in device fabrication conditions. However, these initial efficiencies do not affect the degradation behaviors.
2.2. Performance: Degradation and Stability. 47, 48 where they found that the EH-IDTBR NFA-based devices are more stable than the [70]PCBM-based ones. Thus, different NFA acceptor molecules may show different behaviors. It is worth noting that, in the study by Cha et al., a lamp without UV was used during the exposure time and all considered devices in the two studies were under their optimal conditions. 48 Under such conditions, the [70]PCBM devices were processed with DIO, while the NFA ones were not. If this is the case, then two factors in addition to the difference in molecules would explain their observation, notably the absence of UV irradiation and the absence of DIO in one type of device. However, the observation is consistent with our devices with DIO, shown in Figure S3a . The difference in decay curves is acceptor dependence and so could be linked to D:A compatibility. In the case of devices with DIO, it could be due to the photoacidity of DIO and the formation of HI that could, in turn, react with the donor or the acceptor (or even both) materials as previously reported. These effects lead to a more rapid PCE decay. Additionally, in the case of ITIC-based devices with DIO, the changes in morphology also play a critical role in the degradation pathways. Thus, bigger losses in . Also, in here, the main loss is due to FF especially for the ITIC devices as can be seen.
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Research Article the current (J sc in Figure S3c ) and FF (in Figure S3b , a loss more pronounced in the presence of DIO) for ITIC devices were observed. A closer look at the curves can only suggest the attenuation of the degradation (i) by the polymer structural modification (thus, changes in the backbone structure), (ii) by the acceptors, (iii) by the interaction/compatibility of both D and A, and/or (iv) by the reduction in mobility over time. The first option cannot be the case as it would surely reflect in the same degradation pathway and strength because the same polymers are used with each of the acceptors. On the contrary, in Figure 2c Photobleaching could be one of the reasons for the degradation of the polymer that results in the disruption of the π-conjugation. Absorption spectra of fresh and exposed blend films presented in Figure S1e ,f show no significant changes over the period of exposure (2 h), explaining why we have observed almost no changes in J sc . Next, AFM was used to check the changes in surface morphology upon light exposure. The results show no apparent changes in the morphology of the blend films without DIO in Figure 4 . The surface roughness before (Figure 4a ) and after the exposure ( Figure  4b ) is about 1.3 nm for [70]PCBM-based devices on the 1 μm scale. The ITIC-based films under irradiation show no real changes in roughness on the same scale, with roughness from 3.1 (Figure 4c ) to 3.5 nm (Figure 4d) ; however, the films seem to have become a bit more fibrillar. Even so, with these small changes, the observed degradation in the devices can be considered not mainly due to nanomorphological changes.
Single carrier devices of both pristine and blend materials are fabricated to check the changes in electron and hole transport before and after exposure to light. Insights into changes in mobility (a factor exhibited by the intricate compatibility between the donor and acceptor materials) could be linked to the difference in device degradation. The degree of changes in mobility may be affected by the different interfaces used between the transport layer and/or the electrodes. To avoid this effect in the exposed devices, the active layers are degraded/exposed to light before the top electrode evaporation. The resulting current−voltage curves are presented in Figure 5 . Figure 5a ,b presents the hole and electron current of pristine materials before and after exposure, and the derived mobilities from the space charge limited current (SCLC) method are presented in Table 2 . The electron currents of pristine ITIC and [70]PCBM (not shown here, but shown in our previous work 36 ) show no change before and after light exposure, suggesting no observable degradation of the acceptor materials. However, a tiny decrease in hole current was observed for PBDB-T, resulting in a decrease in hole mobility of the pristine PBDB-T from 10 × 10 −5 to 6 × 10
. These observations suggest that PBDB-T degrades under light exposure, while [70]PCBM and ITIC do not. Similar degradation is observed in one of our earlier studies 36 for pristine PTB7-Th. However, it is more pronounced. Figure 5e ,f, respectively, reducing the electron mobility of the blend from 2. . As the decrease in electron mobility was more significant, it resulted in more balanced charge mobilities as depicted by the reduction in the ratio of mobilities (μ max /μ min ) from 2.7 toward unity (1.4). Thus, charge transport could become more balanced in [70]PCBMbased devices after light exposure. On the contrary, while the hole current of ITIC-based blend remains almost constant in Figure 5c , resulting in hole mobilities from 15 × 10 −5 to 17 × 10 −5 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , the electron current shows a decrease (see Figure 5d ), leading to a reduction in electron mobility from 5.1 × 10 −5 to 2.8 × 10
PBDB-T:[70]PCBM single carrier devices showed decreases in electron and hole currents in
. Such a decrease increases μ max /μ min further away from unity from 2.9 to 6.1. As a result, there is an imbalance in charge mobilities. This could mean that some charges remain in the device, forming an undesirable space charge that may oppose the flow of new charge carriers, leading to less charge extraction during the exposure time (photodegradation) and influencing the FF. This may explain why [70]PCBM-based solar cells are more photostable over time than the ITIC-based ones.
One reason for the reduction in electron currents of the blends is attributed to the formation of radical species in the active layer upon light exposure that acts as electron traps, increasing trap-assisted recombination. 36 To further investigate this point, light intensity dependence V oc measurements were performed on fresh and exposed (for 1 or 2 h) solar cells. Figure S4 (left and right) displays partly the results, while Figure S4 (bottom) and Table 2 show the average of the data. 
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Research Article exposure, indicating an increase in trap-assisted recombination. Thus, the results point to the fact that the observed degradation in the devices, especially in the FF, is not due to electron traps. If that were to be the case, then ITIC-based devices should not have degraded at all. Thus, though traps may have contributed in the PCE decay of [70]PCBM devices, the main reason behind the differences in degradation pathways of the two types of devices could be related to how balanced the charge mobilities are during light exposure.
To further investigate the origin of reduction of FF under light exposure, we performed transient measurements of recombination and extraction rates (k rec , k ex ) in both [70]PCBM-and ITIC-based solar cells to measure the ratio of the rate of recombination to that of extraction (k rec /k ex ). It has been shown in the literature that when k rec /k ex increases, then the FF decreases. 53 To measure the recombination rate, we performed TPV measurements under open circuit, using a small perturbation LED light intensity with a step function, which causes an exponential decay of V oc due to recombination of excess charge carriers. 54 A high input impedance of the oscilloscope (1 MΩ) was used to keep the device at open circuit. TPV data of the solar cells are shown in the Supporting Information ( Figure S6 ). The recombination rates of the fresh and the degraded devices at 1 sun, as shown in Table S2 for PBDB-T:ITIC and PBDB-T:[70]PCBM, remained largely constant at different LED light intensities, namely, 0.52 and 0.05 sun. The extraction rates were measured following the experiment described elsewhere. 55 First, the devices are kept under steady-state conditions at higher light intensity. Then, the light intensity is slightly reduced, while the bias voltage is kept constant, which results in the extraction of extra photogenerated charge carriers. The charge carrier extraction rate is calculated by fitting an exponential function to the decay of the current, carried out under different applied voltages, shown in Figure S5 . While the recombination rate stays almost the same, the light exposure (at 1 sun for 2 h) causes a reduction in the extraction rates for both types of blends due to a lowering of the mobility of charge carriers (see Table S2 ). This increases the k rec /k ex ratio. For example, k rec /k ex (at 0.52 sun) of the PBDB-T:ITIC solar cell increased from 0.114 for the fresh device to 0.15 for the degraded device, while that of the PBDB-T:[70]PCBM solar cell increased from 0.06 to 0.088. As a consequence of the increase in k rec /k ex , FF is reduced from fresh to degraded devices upon light exposure. The reduction in FF is more pronounced in the case of ITICbased devices, which originates from a larger ratio of μ max /μ min . The highly unbalanced mobilities would cause the formation of the space charges becoming dominant in ITIC devices, as mentioned earlier.
Finally, to validate the obtained results by the transient measurements, the current−voltage curves of the fresh and the degraded devices (1 h) are fitted using a drift-diffusion simulation. 56 The fitting procedure consists of (i) scanning of a combination of randomly picked parameters within a reasonable range (see Table S3 ) and (ii) a fitting procedure optimizing the root mean square (rms) errors of the key performance parameters J sc , V oc , and FF. All the best fits are shown in Table S4 and have rms errors lower than 1%. Note that only the relevant recombination model parameters, namely, bimolecular recombination and trap-assisted Shockley−Read−Hall recombination, are set as fitting parameters. 
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The other parameters, such as thicknesses and mobilities, are taken from the experiment.
The fitting in Figure 6 shows that the PBDB-T:ITIC cells are adequately reproduced by only considering bimolecular recombination (see Figure 6a) . On the other hand, a small number of traps had to be included to simulate the PBDB-T:
[70]PCBM cells properly in Figure 6b . These results are consistent with the measured ideality factors close to 1 for ITIC, indicating that bimolecular recombination is dominant in the ITIC-based devices, and 1.4−1.5 for [70]PCBM, which indicates the presence of both bimolecular and trap-assisted recombinations in this case. From the V oc light intensity dependence measurements shown in Figure S4 , it is concluded that recombination is not the main factor behind the observed degradation. Similarly, all the recombination parameters (see Table S4 ) do not change much upon exposure, which indicates that the decay of the FF is not due to an increasing amount of recombination. Rather, the extraction rates change with time, pointing to changes in mobilities of the charge carriers. This is also consistent with the almost constant recombination rate obtained by the transient measurements. Also, as concluded from the SCLC and transient measurements, the main parameter responsible for the degradation of the FF is the deterioration of the transport as both electron and hole mobilities decrease upon exposure. Finally, these findings have important implications and contribute to first steps toward the understanding of the stability of fullerene and non-fullerene OSCs. They also contribute toward the understanding of how the issues of stability are more complex than originally assumed: the apparent assumption that NFAs are more stable than FAs may not be entirely true. Also, the findings reveal that complementary absorption should not take precedence in the design rules for the synthesis of new molecules as it appears to be in the case for ITIC. Thus, there is still room for research into organic materials, be it acceptor or donor, that would be both efficient and stable. For the UV-degradation measurement, the cells are continuously exposed to light in an inert atmosphere (with <0.1 ppm H 2 O and <0.1 ppm O 2 ) for 2 h while being kept at ∼295 K by active cooling. In contrast, for light intensity dependence measurement, the cells kept at ∼295 K are exposed to light calibrated with a long-pass filter to 1 sun for 2 h, and the J−V sweeps are recorded with varying light intensity using a set of neutral density filters coupled with the long-pass filter. The absorption measurements are performed on the films in the wavelength range of 300−900 nm with a UV-3600 Shimadzu UV− vis−NIR spectrometer against a glass substrate as a reference. 
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